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As Xinjiang Unicom business developing rapidly, the application of resource 
management system requirements is very rich and the amount of data of system will 
increase substantially. Data collection and analysis will become more and more 
complex. Operation and access of database will be very frequent, so design capacity 
of the resource management system database server and Web application server must 
have a long term planning. 
Besides, with the continual emergence of new technology, new equipment and 
new business, basic network construction develop rapidly. It requires that hardware 
equipment of resource management system has not only a faster solving speed and 
high storage capacity, but also good reliability, expansibility, openness, 
maintainability and usability. At present, headquarters and provinces are facing an 
important task how to serve customer efficiently by making good use of existing 
enterprise resources. If a “task-oriented enterprises” wants to transform itself into a 
"service-oriented enterprise", it needs to change its traditional, extensive, 
decentralized management mode, and establish a new intensive modern management 
mode by restructuring the business process. Some problems have been exposed such 
as the unclear usage of overall network resource, the difficulty of calculating and 
inquiring distribution and efficient use of resources, the miscalculation business costs 
and the poor network resource scheduling processes when the company transforms 
fragmented management and scattered scheduling into centralized management, 
distribution operations and scale of operation. These problems illustrate that the 
former management method based on card and data recording can’t satisfy the 
requirements of new situation. It needs to establish an enterprise resource 
management system to centralized collect and manage the communication resources 
data. So design and development of number line resource system are extremely 
urgent. 
Based on development and upgrade of resource management system, , the core 















idea of line resource management system is firstly on the basis of space resources, 
pipeline/pole cyber source, cable, optical cable cyber source cyber source, physical 
equipment resources, room number, fixed exchange network integrated access 
network, cyber source, network cyber source, resource management to verify the 
complete public guest telephone, broadband business resources, different purposes. 
and to complete system development and implementation of corresponding functions 
according to different business requirements. 
Line resource management system will largely improve the efficiency of 
management, reduce operating and maintenance costs, shorten maintenance 
troubleshooting time, promote the Xinjiang Unicom business development and 
safeguard the legal interest s of major accounts. 
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